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Dear Friends,

March 8 is Women's Day. On this occasion, I am organizing, with my foundation, a
roundtable discussion led by 8 pioneers whose voices can resonate. The goal is to sound
the alarm that calls for the union of women, in a final burst, to save the country from the
multidimensional crisis which is going crescendo. Hereby, I would like to invite you to join
us and unite our voices.

I am aware that you are already doing the best you can in this regard. Same for me.
However, scattered efforts - no matter how heroic they are - are never enough! Till today,
our martyrs have spilled their blood in vain!! Men who are running the country are not
giving them what they owe them.

We need a new common civic awareness for women, to highlight the role they can and
must play, together, to revive this nation and put it back on the right track.

Unity is strength! Let's unite our voices. Let's raise them high so that justice is served; to
the weak links of the society, and to the youth - this fresh blood that flows through the veins
of the country, with no future or hope - who are leaving, disgusted with previous
generations who forced them to abandon their homeland. Let's also do justice to nature, to
the environment, natural or man-made, and finally to the beauty of our dear Lebanon.

I therefore invite you to join us and take part in this roundtable discussion that calls for the
union of female energies, in order to carry out our duty as citizens and to do again what
women always do in times of war: roll up their sleeves and defend with all their powers their
country, their children and compatriots to put life back in the right course.

Are you interested? I'm sure you are aware of the urgency as much as I am.
Let us therefore meet all together on March 8, to encourage women to vote massively to
women, who afterall represent 52% of the electorate in Lebanon. For women first! But not
only for women, but also for men who uphold feminine values   of peace and justice and give
women - their peers - the opportunity to make it!

Why am I making this call? Sincerely, so that my civic conscience is clear, and I can say to
myself: I keep trying and always will; I do what I can!

https://mailchi.mp/11acf5616f4a/the-call-for-the-union-of-female-energies?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.facebook.com/fondationdiane/posts/2151145631699653
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